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Abstract Complex autonomous robots such as autonomous vehicles or robotic
guides are critical systems because their failures could have catastrophic and
costly consequences on themselves and their immediate environment, including
users and bystanders. Moreover, verification and validation of these systems,
that includes decisional software, is a difficult and complex task, requiring high
expertise. In practice, despite recent advances in formal verification techniques
and intensive testing for autonomous vehicles, it is still not possible to guar-
antee elimination of all residual development faults. Another way to enhance
the confidence placed in such software, is to consider tolerance mechanisms
with regards to these faults. This article proposes such an approach for tem-
poral planners which are a major class of decisional software components in
complex autonomous systems. The proposed fault tolerance mechanisms focus
on residual development faults in planning models and heuristics. They use
four complementary detection mechanisms to detect planning errors. Recovery
from possible errors is achieved using redundant diversified planning models.
We present an implementation of the proposed architecture on an existing
autonomous robot software architecture. We also describe a validation frame-
work used to evaluate the cost and efficacy of the fault tolerance mechanisms
using real robot software on simulated robot hardware, and fault injection in
the declarative planning models. In this framework, the proposed fault toler-
ant mechanisms are shown to greatly improve the system reliability with no
significant impact on performance.
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1 Introduction

Autonomous systems cover a large range of functionalities and complexities,
from robotic pets to space rovers and satellites, including museum tour guides,
autonomous vehicles and next generation of ambient intelligent systems for as-
sisting people [20]. Despite successes in autonomous navigation, exemplified
by Mars rovers and the clearing of the DARPA Grand Challenge [28] and
DARPA Urban Challenge [34], and more recently by the Google and Delphi
experiment cars, fully autonomous systems are not yet accepted for real-life
applications. Such systems should be able to choose and execute high-level
actions without any human supervision, in practice using planners as a cen-
tral decisional mechanism. However, one of the major stumbling blocks is the
difficulty of verifying and validating the behavior of such decisional software
in an open, unstructured and dynamic environment. One way to increase the
confidence that can be placed in planners despite imperfect verification and
validation is to consider a tolerance approach with regard to residual devel-
opment faults (such as design faults and programming faults). We investigate
such an approach in this paper, focussing on faults in the planner’s declara-
tive planning models. To the best of our knowledge, very little work has been
published on such an approach whereas we have shown in [22][23] that such
mechanisms can really improve the level of confidence that can be placed in
an autonomous system. Possible reasons for this limited use may result from
the following points :

– fault tolerant mechanisms must be implemented through redundancy in a
context with limited resources (space, power, etc.)

– fault tolerance mechanisms proposed in control engineering are efficient for
dealing with sensor or actuator faults, but they generally do not consider
faults related to decisional levels.

The main contribution of this paper is to present a fault tolerant archi-
tecture targeting software faults in planners, extendable to most decisional
mechanisms, and to validate it through fault injection experiments.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces basic concepts of
dependability, robust planning, and current means for increase confidence in
planers. In Section 3, we present a framework for developing planners that are
able to tolerate development faults in their application-dependent knowledge,
and an implementation example on an existing robot architecture. An exper-
imental framework is proposed in Section 4 for evaluating the efficacy of the
proposed fault-tolerance mechanisms. Section 5 presents our evaluation results
and discusses the relevance of planning model diversification in our applica-
tion. Finally, Section 6 concludes and suggests future research directions.
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2 Background

2.1 Dependability concepts

Dependability is defined as [3] the ability to deliver service that can justifiably
be trusted. Dependability encompasses many attributes, such as reliability.
In this paper, we focus on safety and availability, respectively the absence of
catastrophic consequences on the user and the environment, and the readiness
for correct service. Dependability’s threats are failures, error and faults. A
service failure happens when delivered service deviates from correct service.
An error is a deviation in the system’s state. Errors can propagate though the
system and may ultimately lead to a failure. Finally, a fault is the adjudged
or hypothesized cause of an error. A fault is active when it causes an error,
otherwise it is dormant. In this paper, we focus on development faults in
planners, such as design faults (an incorrect planning model, improperly used
heuristics, etc.) or programming faults (programming mistakes in the inference
mechanism, faulty variable values, etc.).

To avoid service failures that are more frequent and more severe than is
acceptable, dependability proposes four means:

– fault prevention : to prevent the occurrence or introduction of faults (tech-
niques coming from system engineering and good practices)

– fault removal : to reduce the number and severity of faults (mainly valida-
tion and verification techniques)

– fault forecasting : to estimate the present number, the future incidence,
and the likely consequences of faults (risk analysis methods)

– fault tolerance : to avoid service failures in the presence of faults (redun-
dancy, error detections, etc.).

The proposed approach in this paper is based on the very well known
fault-tolerant software method called Recovery Block [32]. It implements error
detection and system recovery to avoid system failures. The Recovery Block
pattern, as presented in [2], includes N diverse, independent, and functionally
equivalent software modules called “versions” from the same initial specifica-
tion. These diverse blocks are usually obtained using different programming
languages, compilers, etc. and developed by different teams These blocks are
classified into primary and N − 1 secondary versions. The primary version
(Block) is executed first and submitted to an error detection test. If an error
is detected, a secondary alternate version (Recovery Block) is executed and
tested. This last step is repeated until either one alternate passes is tested
error-free, or all alternates are exhausted and an overall system failure is re-
ported. Complementary to verification and testing, this technique is the only
known approach to improve trust in the behavior of a critical system regard-
ing residual development faults. For example, diversification is used in software
components of the Airbus A320, and in hardware and software components of
the Boeing B777.
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2.2 Robust planning in robotics

On-line real-time planning is essential for any system that claims to be au-
tonomous and able to fulfill its goals in an unpredictable open environment.
Planning is the activity of producing a plan to reach a goal from a given state
(e.g., the mission goals for the upcoming day of an exploration rover), using
a given planning model. Planning can be implemented in several ways but, in
practice, two approaches predominate:

– Search in a state space manipulates a graph of actions and states. It ex-
plores different action sequences from an initial state to choose the most
suitable one to achieve given goals.

– Search in plan space manipulates a graph of incomplete plans. It starts
with an empty plan containing the initial state and the final state (the
planner’s objectives), then considers ways to refine it by adding possible
and useful actions until the search comes up with a complete plan that
satisfies the planner goals. Unlike the search in a state space, actions are
not added sequentially to the plan: the first action added to the empty plan
may be the second to be executed. CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem)
solving is an iterative algorithm commonly used in this approach, assigning
successively possible values to each of the system variables and verifying
that constraints between the variables remain satisfied.

In both cases, the planner typically consists of two parts: (a) a declarative
planning model describing the system, the objects it can interact with, the
system’s possible actions and the associated constraints, and (b) a planning
search engine that can reason on the planning model and produce a plan of
actions enabling goals to be reached. A planner typically need two inputs: the
current state of the system (position, sensors and actuators status, etc.) and its
mission objectives (goals). The planning model is specific to the application,
while the planning engine may be independent from the application. However
planning model and search engine are often tightly linked by heuristics, that
are included within the model to guide the search of the engine. Moreover, the
planning model must be written in a way exploitable by the planning engine,
and is usually not easily translated to another engine, nor easily understood
by human developers or testers.

The robustness of a planner, that is its ability to achieve the system’s
assigned goals despite adverse situations (lighting conditions, unexpected ob-
stacles, etc.), may be attained through either implicit or explicit handling of
adverse situations [24].

Robustness through implicit handling of adverse situations is typically
achieved by commitment strategy: planners seek to produce flexible plans that
contain as much latitude and adaptability as possible [14,29]. The plan pro-
duced is in fact a family of plans consistent with the constraints of the system.
Inflexible plans, where all actions parameters are defined in advance, including
the start and end dates of each action [10], need to rely heavily on adapta-
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tion capabilities at lower system layers to tolerate small discrepancies in plan
execution.

Robustness through explicit handling of adverse situations, i.e., when ac-
tions of the current plan fail, may be achieved through two strategies:

– Re-planning , which consists in developing a new plan from the current
system state and still unresolved goals. Depending on the planning model
complexity, replanning may be significantly time costly. Other system ac-
tivities are thus generally halted during replanning.

– Plan repair , which attempts to reduce the time lost in re-planning by
salvaging parts of the previous failed plan, and executing them while the
rest of the plan is being repaired. However, if reducing the salvaged plan
conflicts with unresolved goals, plan repair is stopped and re-planning is
initiated.

Note however that such approaches do not cover residual faults in the
planning engine nor in the planning models.

2.3 Dependable robot planners

Dependability in planners have been mostly achieved using fault removal
(static verification and testing) in the domain of task planning in robotics.
Nevertheless, as presented in [27], the classic issues faced by verification and
testing in control systems, are exacerbated for autonomous systems:

– execution contexts in autonomous systems are neither controllable nor com-
pletely known; even worse, consequences of the system actions are often
uncertain.

– integrated planning mechanisms have to be validated in a complete archi-
tecture, since they aim to enhance functionalities of the lower levels through
high-level abstractions and actions. Integrated tests are thus necessary very
early in the development cycle.

– the oracle problem1 is particularly difficult since (a) equally correct plans
may be completely different, (b) non-deterministic action outcomes and
temporal uncertainties can cause otherwise correct plans to sometimes fail
when executed, and (c) unforeseen adverse environmental situations may
completely prevent any plan from achieving all its goals (for example, cliffs,
or some other feature of the local terrain, may make a position goal un-
reachable).

Despite those issues, some work concentrated efforts on the verification of
the planner engine using static verifier [6], or a model checking [16] in the
Deep-Space One spacecraft. But the trickiest part of planner software is most
certainly the planning model itself, since it changes from one application to
another and dictates in fine what plans are produced. Typically, a planning

1 How to conclude on correctness of a program’s outputs to selected test inputs?
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model and the associated application-specific search heuristics are constructed
and refined incrementally and empirically, by testing them against a graded
set of challenges [15]. However, a small change to either can have surprisingly
dramatic changes in the planner’s behavior, both in terms of accuracy and
performance.

One way to validate a planning model is to define an oracle as a set of
constraints that characterizes a correct plan: plans satisfying the constraints
are deemed correct. Such a technique was used for thorough testing of the
RAX planner during the NASA Deep Space One project [4], and is supported
by the VAL validation tool [17]. However, extensive collaboration of appli-
cation and planner experts is often necessary to generate the correct set of
constraints. Moreover, when the plans produced by the planner are checked
against the same constraints as those included in the planning model, this
approach only provides confidence about the planning engine and not the
application-specific planning model. Some work [19,30] has attempted to val-
idate application-specific models by means of model-checking, which usually
implies a manual conversion of the model into the syntax accepted by the
model checker. This requires an intimate knowledge of the model checker and
it is thus usually carried externally by a formal method expert, rather than
by the system designer. However, some recent research has studied how this
model transformation can be automated [7].

To the best of our knowledge, even if fault tolerance is common in real-time
control systems [36] and has been applied to robotic software components [35]
and mechanical parts [33], not much work has been done on the tolerance of
development faults in planners or other decisional mechanisms. Some methods
to detect errors during plan execution are studied in robotics (like monitoring
plan execution [5,31,26]), but they do not focus on faults in the planner itself.
Even for global approaches like in [11,25], the error detection is not actually
focusing on development faults in the planner.

One exception is [9], which proposes a measure for planner software reliabil-
ity and compares theoretical results to experimental ones, showing a necessary
compromise between temporal failures (related to tractability of decisional
mechanisms) and value failures (related to correctness of decisional mecha-
nisms). Later work [8] addresses this compromise through a fault-tolerance
approach based on concurrent use of planners with diversified heuristics: a
quick but dirty heuristic is used when a slower but more focused heuristic fails
to deliver a plan in time. To our knowledge, no other fault tolerance mecha-
nisms have been proposed in this domain. It is our opinion, however, that such
mechanisms are a useful complement to verification and testing for planners
embedded within critical autonomous systems.
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3 An approach of fault tolerant planning: FTPlan

This section presents our approach using diversity to tolerate development
faults in planning models and heuristics. We first introduce the general prin-
ciples of our approach, before giving an implementation example.

As previously states, we focus in this paper on development faults in plan-
ners, such as design faults (an incorrect model, improperly used heuristics,
etc.) or programming faults (programming mistakes in the inference mecha-
nism, faulty variable values, etc.).

3.1 General principles

In this section, we propose a fault tolerant planner architecture based on the
Recovery Block pattern introduced in Section 2.1. It uses only two diverse
blocks, with an additional component, called FTPlan, in charge of detecting
errors and performing the recovery. We first introduce this FTPlan component,
then detail its error detection mechanisms. Finally, we propose two policies for
system recovery: sequential and concurrent.

3.1.1 FTplan component

From a dependability point of view, the fault-tolerance mechanisms have to be
as independent as possible from the planners. This is why we propose to handle
both the detection and recovery mechanisms, and the services necessary for
their implementation, in a middleware level component called FTplan, stand-
ing for Fault-Tolerant PLANner coordinator . This component has to integrate
the fault tolerance mechanisms into the autonomous system architecture. This
implies essentially communication, synchronization and coordination between
the error detection mechanisms and the redundant planners.

FTplan is intended to allow tolerance of development faults in planners
(and particularly in planning models). FTplan itself is not fault-tolerant, but
being much simpler than the planners it coordinates, classic verification and
testing (such as formal method or exhaustive testing) can be applied to check
that it is fault-free.

3.1.2 Error detection

Implementing error detection for decisional mechanisms in general, and plan-
ners in particular, is complex [24]. There are often many different valid plans,
which can be quite dissimilar. Therefore, error detection by comparison of
redundantly-produced plans is not a viable option. Thus, we must implement
error detection by independent means. Here, we propose four complementary
error detection mechanisms:

1. A watchdog timer can be used to detect when the search process is too slow
or when a critical failure such as a deadlock occurs. Timing errors detected
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in this way can be due to faults in the planning model, in its search engine,
or ineffectiveness of the search heuristics.

2. A plan analyzer (i.e., an on-line plan oracle) can apply an acceptance test
to the produced plan to check that it satisfies a number of constraints and
properties. This set of constraints and properties can be obtained from the
system specification and from domain expertise but it must be independent
with respect to the planning model. A plan analyzer is able to detect errors
due to faults in the planning model or heuristics, and in the planner itself.

3. A plan failure detector is a classic mechanism used in robotics for execution
control. Failure of an action which is part of the plan, may be due to an
unresolvable adverse environmental situation, or may indicate errors in the
plan due to faults in the knowledge or in the planning engine. Usually, when
such an action failure is raised, the planning engine tries to repair the plan.
When this is not possible, it raises a plan failure. We can use these plan
failure reports for detection purposes.

4. An on-line goal checker verifies whether goals are reached while the plan is
executed. A plan can be declared as (partially) failed if every action of the
plan has been carried out but not all goals have been achieved. The on-line
goal checker can resubmit unfulfilled goals to the planner at the start of
the next replanning.

Note that both watchdog timer and plan analyzer detect errors during planning
and thus before plan execution, while the plan failure detector and the on-line
goal checker monitor the plan execution itself.

3.1.3 System recovery

We propose two recovery mechanisms, both using different planners based on
diverse knowledge. The first one applies a sequential planning policy whereas
the second one uses a parallel policy.

With the first mechanism, the planners are executed sequentially, one after
another. The principle is given in Fig. 1. Basically, each time an error is de-
tected, we switch to another planner until all goals have been reached or until
all planners fail one after another when starting from the same initial system
state. In the latter case, no models allow the planner to tackle the planning
problem successfully: an exception must be raised to inform the operator of
mission failure and to allow the system to be put into a safe state (line 29).
When all planners have been used but some goals are still unsatisfied, we re-
vert to the initial set of planners (while block: line 4 to 32). This algorithm
illustrates the use of the four detection mechanisms presented in Section 3.1.2:
watchdog timer (lines 9 and 25), plan analyzer (line 14), plan failure detector
(line 16 and 18), on-line goal checker (lines 4, 6 and 17).

Until all goals have been achieved, the proposed algorithm reuses planners
that have previously been detected as failed (line 5). This makes sense for two
different reasons: (a) a perfectly correct plan can fail during execution due to
an adverse environmental situation, and (b) some planners, even faulty, can
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1. begin mission
2. exec_failure ← NULL;
3. failed_planners ← ∅;
4. while (attainable_goals 6= ∅)
5. candidates ← planners;
6. while (candidates 6= ∅ & attainable_goals 6= ∅)
7. choose k such as (k ∈ candidates)

& (k /∈ failed_planners)
& ( (k 6= exec_failure)
| (k ∪ failed_planners = candidates));

8. candidates ← candidates \ k;
9. init_watchdog(max_duration);
10. send(plan_request) to k;
11. wait % for either of these two events
12. 2 receive (plan_found) from k
13. stop_watchdog();
14. if analyze(plan)=OK then
15. failed_planners ← ∅;
16. res_exec ← k.execute_plan();
17. update(attainable_goals);
18. if res_exec 6= OK then
19. exec_failure ← k;
20. end if

% if the plan fails, then
% attainable_goals != empty and the
% online goal checker will loop line 3 or 5

21. else
22. log(k.invalid_plan);
23. failed_planners ← failed_planners ∪ k;
24. end if
25. 2 watchdog timeout
26. failed_planners ← failed_planners ∪ k;
27. end wait
28. if failed_planners = planners then
29. raise exception ‘no valid plan found in time’;

% no remaining planner,
% the mission has failed

30. end if
31. end while
32. end while
33. end mission

Fig. 1 Sequential Planning Policy

still be efficient for some settings since the situation that activated the fault
may have disappeared.

It is worth noting that the choice of the planners, and the order in which
they are used, is arbitrary in this particular example (line 7): we only chose to
exclude the last planner that led to an execution failure. However, the choice
of the planner could take advantage of application-specific knowledge about
the most appropriate planner for the current situation or knowledge about
recently observed failure rates of the planners.

With the second recovery mechanism, presented in Fig. 2, the planners
are executed concurrently. After the concurrent planning, one of the produced
plans is chosen (the first plan produced in the given algorithm), then validated
by the plan analyzer. If no error is found, other plannings are suspended and
the chosen plan is executed. If an error is detected by the plan analyzer (thus
before plan execution), another plan is selected and analyzed, until either a
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plan is found without detected errors, or there are no more candidate planners,
or the watchdog timer limit activates. In the latter cases, as for the sequential
planning, an exception must be raised to inform the operator of mission failure
and to allow the system to be put into a safe state (lines 25 and 29). Although
the system is supposed to be autonomous, if all decisional mechanisms are
found failing, we can not rely on them any longer and the system must be
stopped from executing his mission to avoid possible catastrophic failures.

The main differences with respect to the sequential planning policy are
that: (a) the plan request message is sent to every planning candidate (line
6), (b) when a correct plan is found, the other planners are requested to stop
planning (line 14), and (c) a watchdog timeout means that all the planners
have failed (line 28). This second technique is more appropriate when the user
believe that the some of the diversified planners may not be able to find a
solution to the problem (which is NP-complete problem), while others could
(for example thanks to diversified heuristics). Note that the computational
overhead of executing multiple planners simultaneously my be mitigated by
executing each planner on a different processor in multi-core computers.

In the given algorithm, the choice of planner order is implicit: the first
planner obtaining a plan is chosen. However, this could lead to the repeated
selection of the same faulty but rapid planner. Some additional mechanism
is thus required to circumvent this problem. We have chosen in this example
to withdraw the planner selected during the previous round from the set of
candidates for the current round, as its plan has led the system to an execution
failure (line 4). Note that as each planner use different planning model (and
possibly planning engine), each model possibly more efficient in some situations
than others, we have no guarantee that the same planner will be the first one
every time.

3.2 Implementation on a real robot

We present in this section an implementation of the previously proposed se-
quential planning policy in the LAAS hierarchical software architecture for
autonomous systems.

3.2.1 LAAS architecture

The LAAS architecture [1,21] has been successfully applied to several mobile
robots, some of which have performed missions in real situations (human in-
teraction or exploration). It is composed of three main layers as presented in
Fig. 3.

The functional layer is composed of a set of automatically generatedGenoM
modules, each of them offering a set of services, which perform computation
(e.g., trajectory movement calculation) or communication with physical de-
vices (sensors and actuators). A service request gives rise to the execution of
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1. begin mission
2. exec_failure ← NULL;
3. while (attainable_goals 6= ∅)
4. candidates ← planners \ exec_failure;
5. init_watchdog(max_duration);
6. send(plan_request) to candidates;
7. while (candidates 6= ∅)
8. wait % for either of these two events
9. 2 receive (plan) from k ∈ candidates
10. candidates ← candidates \ k;
11. pause_watchdog();
12. if analyze(plan)=OK then
13. stop_watchdog();
14. send (cancel_planning) to candidates;
15. candidates ← ∅;
16. res_exec ← k.execute_plan();
17. update(attainable_goals);
18. if res_exec 6= OK then
19. exec_failure ← k;
20. end if

% if the plan fails, then
% attainable_goals != empty and
% the online goal checker will loop to line 3

21. else
22. resume_watchdog;
23. log(k.invalid_plan);
24. if (candidates = ∅)
25. raise exception ‘no valid plan found in time’;

% no remaining planner,
% the mission has failed

26. end if
27. end if
28. 2 watchdog_timeout
29. raise exception ‘no valid plan found in time’;

% no remaining planner,
% the mission has failed

30. end wait
31. end while
32. end while
33. end mission

Fig. 2 Concurrent Planning Policy

an elementary action, the success or failure of which is reported to the re-
quester, along with other action-specific information. Data exchange between
modules is performed through the use of “posters”, each of which is a shared
memory space attached to a module, and readable by the others.

The procedural executive OpenPRS (Open Procedural Reasoning System),
is in charge of decomposing and refining plan actions into lower-level actions
executable by functional components, and coordinating their execution. This
component links the decisional component (IxTeT) and the functional layer.
During execution, OpenPRS reports any action failures to the planner, in
order to re-plan or repair the plan. As several IxTeT actions can be performed
concurrently, it has also to schedule sequences of refined actions.

IxTeT (IndeXed TimE Table) [14] is a temporal constraint planner, com-
bining high-level actions to build plans. It uses CSP to search in plan space,
as presented in Section 2.2. Its deliberations are based on piecewise constant
functions called attributes that represent the evolution of the system state, of
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1. task TAKE_PHOTO(?x, ?y)(t _start, t_end) {
2. ?x in [-oo,+oo]; ?y in [-oo,+oo];
3. hold(POS_X():?x, (t_start, t_end));
4. hold(POS_Y():?y, (t_start, t_end));
5. hold(POS _CAMERA():down,(t_start, t_end));
6. event(IMAGE(?x, ?y):(to_do,done),t_end);
7. use(CAMERA():1, (t_start, t_end));
8. (t_start - t_end) in [10,60];
9. }nonPreemptive

Fig. 4 An Action in the IxTeT Formalism

its resources, and of its environment. The different actions are described in
a planning model file as a set of constraints either on the system attributes
(e.g., robot position, energy consumption, and environment evolution) or on
temporal and numerical variables (e.g., action duration). A valid plan is a
partially-ordered set of possibly concurrent, non-conflicting actions that to-
gether achieve the system goals.

Constraints (C) are defined using:

– classical mathematical operators for temporal and numerical variables (V),
– the consume, produce and use predicates for consumption, production or

usage of a system resource,
– the hold (H) and event (E) predicates for the other system attributes. The

hold predicate represents persistence of an attribute value over a given
period of time (e.g., hold(robot, position, (start,end))), whereas the event
predicate represents an instantaneous change of value (e.g., event(photo,
(to_do, done), time)).

Actions are modeled through IxTeT tasks. Fig. 4 gives the example of
a high-level action that can be used to photograph a scientific object in an
exploratory mission. Line 1 declares the task and its numerical and temporal
parameters: x and y are the Cartesian coordinates of the scientific object to be
photographed, while t_start and t_end are temporal constraints representing
respectively the starting and ending time of the task. Lines 3 to 5 define the
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Fig. 5 Fault tolerant planner

constraints on the system attributes required for all the task duration: lines 3
and 4 stipulate that the robot position must not change while taking a picture,
whereas line 5 requires that the camera points down to the object that needs to
be photographed. Line 6 marks the photo as successfully taken when the task
terminates. Line 7 presents an example of resource management: the resource
CAMERA is used for the duration of the task. Line 8 presents an example of
constraints on temporal values by specifying the possible duration of the task
(from ten to sixty seconds). Finally, line 9 closes the task definition and states
that executions of the task cannot be preempted.

3.2.2 Fault tolerant planner implementation

The fault tolerance principles presented in Section 3.1 have been implemented
in a fault tolerant planner component as presented in Fig. 5. This component
replaces the original component “Planner” presented in Fig. 3. The FTplan
component is in charge of communicating with OpenPRS as the original plan-
ner does. To be consistent with the current implementation, FTplan uses the
same technologies as OpenPRS and IxTeT for communication.

The current version of FTplan implements the sequential redundant plan-
ner coordination algorithm presented earlier (Section 3.1, Fig. 1) with two
IxTeT planners. Currently, the plan analysis function is empty (it always re-
turns true) so error detection relies solely on just three of the mechanisms
introduced earlier: watchdog timer, plan failure detection, and on-line goal
checker.

Fig. 6 presents an example of a fault tolerance scenario using the sequential
policy: a first plan is produced and executed using the planner, but an action
failure is detected during execution. To simplify the diagram, the plan failure
detector service is represented with the message “executionFailure". The first
planner is then re-initialized while the second one is asked for a new plan from
the current situation. However this planning lasts too long (a model fault
may have caused the planner to freeze) so the watchdog times out, FTplan
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Fig. 6 A fault tolerance scenario with the sequential planning policy

reinitializes the second planner before switching back to the first planner and
asking for a new plan. The plan is then produced and successfully executed.

3.2.3 Model diversification

In our implementation, two different planning models are used with the IxTeT
planning engine. The first model (which we will call Model1) was originally
developed to validate implementation of the LAAS architecture (and particu-
larly the IxTeT component) on a real robot. It is the result of iterative efforts
from a different team of researchers. It contains actions needed for a space
exploration rover, such as moving to a designated position, photographing
objects, and communicating with an orbiter.

A second variant (called Model2) for the same target application has been
developed by a different team. Diversification with respect toModel1 has been
also forced through specific design choices. For example, robot position is de-
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(V : variable ; C : constraint ; E : event ; H : hold)

Model1 Model2
V C E H V C E H

init. move 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1
init. camera 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 1
move camera 4 4 2 2 6 5 4 3
take photo 5 4 2 4 4 3 1 4
communicate 3 2 2 3 4 3 1 3
move 19 32 6 5 8 19-45 4 5

- - - - 8 67-116 5 5

Table 1 Syntactical Comparison between Model1 and Model2

fined using Cartesian coordinates in Model1 whereas Model2 uses a symbolic
representation, thus implementing fundamentally different algorithms to those
of the Cartesian one. Overall, numerous modifications were carried out, such
as pruning redundant system attributes and constraints, or “merging” comple-
mentary attributes (e.g., a system position attribute can be combined with a
moving/still boolean attribute to give a single attribute that gives the system
position when it is motionless, or else the value MOVING).

Table 1 presents the syntactical content of each action of the two planning
models, showing substantial content differences between the two models. It
describes in particular the numbers of variables (V), numerical constraints
(C), and event (E) and hold (H) assertions for each action presented in section
3.2.1.

4 Framework for Validation

Our validation framework relies on fault injection at the decisional layer of
a full stack of robot controller software, and simulation of robot hardware.
Only the robot hardware is simulated, all the software components otherwise
execute and interact in real time, in the same way as on a real robot. Although
the considered robot controller software stack has been extensively used in
demonstrations of a real robot, we preferred to resort to simulation because
the behavior of a real robot may become hazardous when we inject faults and
it could cause damage to itself or its direct surroundings. A second reason is
that numerous repetitive experiments on real robots would be both expensive
and hard to automate.

Fault injection is used since it is the only way to test the proposed fault
tolerance mechanisms with respect to their specific inputs, i.e., faults in plan-
ning knowledge. In the absence of any data regarding real faults in declarative
models, there is no other practical choice than to rely on mutations2, which
have been found to efficiently simulate real faults in imperative languages [13].

We present in this section the framework that has been used to validate
the proposed fault tolerant mechanisms: its software architecture, the workload
and faultload generated as experiment inputs, the data recorded for each basic

2 A mutation is a syntactic modification of an existing program.
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Fig. 7 Simulation environment

experiment and, based on that data, the measurements that represent the
output of each set of experiments.

4.1 Testing software architecture

The whole simulation environment is represented in Fig. 7. It incorporates
three elements: an open source robot simulator named Gazebo, an interface
library named Pocosim, and the components of the LAAS architecture already
presented in Section 3.2.1.

The robot simulator Gazebo3 is used to simulate the physical world and the
actions of a mobile robot in that world. It generates realistic sensor feedback
and physically plausible interactions between objects through a simulation of
rigid-body physics in three dimensions.

The Pocosim library [18] is a software bridge between the simulated robot
executed on Gazebo and the software commands generated by the GenoM
modules.

Our target autonomous system is an existing ATRV (All Terrain Robotic
Vehicle) robot commercialized by iRobot, and employs GenoM software mod-
ules interfaced with the Gazebo simulated hardware (see Figure 8). The upper

3 The player/stage project, http://playerstage.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 8 LAAS-CNRS Dala robot with an ATRV base

layer of the LAAS architecture executes as presented in the previous section.
The functional layer consists of eight GenoM modules that can be categorized
into three groups:

– The SICK and RFLEXmodules both control hardware components through
the Pocosim library: SICK controls a laser sensor whereas RFLEX controls
wheel motions and an odometer.

– NDD, ASPECT and POM are software modules that use SICK and RFLEX
to implement navigation and obstacle avoidance. POM establishes position
data of the robot according to the odometer and other possible localization
mechanisms. ASPECT uses this position and feedback from SICK to cre-
ate a map of the robot’s immediate surroundings, which is used by NDD
to generate navigation commands using a nearness diagram algorithm.

– PLATINE, ANTENNA and CAMERA control hardware components that
are not simulated by Gazebo but by software simulation in the GenoM
modules themselves (respectively, a camera orientation device, a commu-
nication antenna, and two cameras).

4.2 Workload

Autonomous systems move in unpredictable, open and unknown environments.
They do not know a priori the obstacles (static or dynamic) that they will en-
counter, the terrain configuration, the available roads, the presence of external
perturbations (weather, lack of brightness, etc.).

Our workload mimics the possible activity of a space rover. The system
is required to achieve three subsets of goals during a mission: take science
photos at specific locations (in any order), communicate with an orbiter during
specified visibility windows, and be back at the initial position at the end of
the mission.

To partially address the fact that the robot must operate in an open un-
known environment, we need to confront the system with several different
missions, in several different “worlds”. Each mission encompasses the number
and location of photos to be taken, and the number and occurrence times of
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orbiter visibility windows. Each world is a set of static obstacles unknown to
the robot. These unknown obstacles stress the robot’s navigation and obsta-
cle avoidance mechanism (see Section 4.1). At the plan execution level, the
unknown obstacles create uncertainty as regards the outcome of action execu-
tions, and can possibly prevent the robot from achieving some of its goals.

We implemented four missions and four worlds, thus applying sixteen ex-
ecution contexts to each fault situation. The missions and worlds are defined
with respect to 12m x 12m environment. The initial position of the robot is set
equal to the center of this square, at coordinates (0,0). Missions are referenced
as gradually more difficult M1 to M4 (Fig. 9): M1 consists in three photos
in nearby locations and two communication goals (shown as shaded intervals
on the mission time axis), whereas M4 consists in four communications goals
and five far apart photo locations. The maximum duration of a mission is 800
seconds, during which it is physically possible to achieve all the objectives.
Worlds are referenced as W1 to W4 (Fig. 10). W1 is an empty world with no
obstacles to hinder plan execution, while W2 and W3 contain small cylindrical
obstacles that are avoidable by our robot navigation and obstacle avoidance
mechanism. However, W4 includes larger rectangular obstacles that may be
impossible for the navigation module to circumnavigate, and thus susceptible
to irremediably block the robot path.

The experiments are inherently non-deterministic, due to asynchrony of
the various robot subsystems and in the underlying operating systems. Task
scheduling differences between similar experiments may degrade into task fail-
ures and possibly unsatisfied goals, even in the absence of faults. To address
this non-determinacy, we execute each basic experiment three times, leading
to a total of 48 experiments per fault scenario (3 executions ∗ 4 missions ∗ 4
worlds). Ideally More repetition would be needed for statistical inference on
the basic experiments, but this would have led to a total number of experi-
ments higher than that which could have been carried out with our available
resources (including initialization and data processing, each basic experiment
lasts about 20 minutes).

4.3 Faultload

To assess performance and efficacy of the proposed fault tolerance mechanisms,
we inject faults in a planning model by random mutation of the model source
code (i.e., in Model1 of Fig. 5).

From a syntactical analysis of the IxTeT formalism, five types of possible
mutations were identified:

i) Substitution of numerical values: each numerical value is exchanged with
members of a set of real numbers that encompasses (a) all numerical vari-
ables in all the tasks of the model, (b) a set of specific values (such as 0, 1
or -1), and (c) a set of randomly-selected values.
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Fig. 9 The Set of Missions: M1 to M4

ii) Substitution of variables: since the scope of a variable is limited to the
task where it is defined, numerical (resp. temporal) variables are exchanged
successively with all numerical (resp. temporal) variables of the same task.

iii) Substitution of attribute values: in the IxTeT formalism, attributes are the
different variables that together describe the system state. Attribute values
in the model are exchanged with other possible values in the range of the
attribute.

iv) Substitution of language operators: in addition to classic numerical op-
erators on temporal and numerical values, the IxTeT formalism employs
specific operators, such as “nonPreemptive” (that indicates that a task can-
not be interrupted by the executive).

v) Removal of a constraint relation: a randomly selected constraint on at-
tributes or variables is removed from the model.

Substitution mutations were automatically generated using the SESAME
tool [12]. This tool generates a database of possible mutants based on the orig-
inal source code and a manually generated file called the mutation table, which
describes all the feasible substitutions. Fig. 11 presents a simple example of a
mutation table: each instance of the strings -oo, 60 and 1 in the code source
will be successively replaced by the strings -1, 4 and 26.3, each substitution
generating a particular mutant; each instance of the strings in the set {?obj,
?x, ?y} will be successively replaced by the other strings in the same set; etc.

Each possible mutant is first compiled off-line, and only added to the
database when its compilation does not result in an error, and when its bi-
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% substitution of numerical values
{“-oo”, “60”, “1”} → {“-1”, “-4”, “26.3”}

% substitution of variables
{“?obj”, “?x”, “?y”}
{“?t_start”, “?t_end”}

% substitution of attribute values
{“downward”, “straight”, “other”}
{“none”, “done”, “doing”}

% substitution of language operators
{“nonPreemptive”, “latePreemptive”} → {“ “}
{“contingent”} → {“ “}

Fig. 11 Mutation Table Example

nary is not identical to that of the non-mutated source code. All in all, more
than 1000 mutants were thus automatically generated from the 300 lines plan-
ning model. To improve representativeness of injected faults, we also chose to
discard mutants where no plan is found in any mission (we consider that mod-
els that systematically fail would easily be detected during the development
phase).

Finally, to augment the number of relevant experiments, mutant selection
was carried out in two phases: (1) a random selection either from the whole
database or from a specific type of mutation, (2) a simple manual analy-
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sis aimed at eliminating mutants that are trivially equivalent to the original
model.

4.4 Recorded data and measurements

Numerous log files are generated by a single experiment: simulated data from
Gazebo (including robot position and hardware module activity); output mes-
sages from GenoM modules, the OpenPRS procedural executive and FTplan;
requests and reports sent and received by each planner, as well as outputs of
the planning process. For each basic experiment, these uncompressed text files
require from 4 to 16 Mb; the 48 experiments characterizing one mutant require
nearly 320 Mb.

Condensing this amount of data into significant relevant measures is prob-
lematic. Moreover, contrary to more classic mutation experiments, the result
of an experiment cannot be easily dichotomized as either failed or successful.
As previously mentioned, an autonomous system is confronted with partially
unknown environments and situations, and some of its goals may be difficult
or even impossible to achieve in some contexts. Thus, assessment of the re-
sults of a mission must be graded into more than just two levels. Additionally,
detection of equivalent mutants is becoming more complex due to the non-
deterministic execution context of autonomous systems.

To address these issues, we chose to categorize the quality of the result of
an experiment according to: (a) mission dependability, defined in terms of the
goals that have been successfully achieved (or alternatively, through the inverse
notion of mission un-dependability), (b) mission performance indicators such
as the mission execution time and the distance covered by the robot to achieve
its goals, and (c) internal measures of planning behavior.

Considering the sets of missionsM given to the system, worldsW in which
it evolved and faults F injected into the system, mission un-dependability for
an elementary experiment is given by:

– ϕp(M,W,F), the average proportion of unachieved photo goals,
– ϕc(M,W,F), the average proportion of unachieved communication goals,
– ϕr(M,W,F), the average proportion of unachieved returns to the initial

position,
– µ(M,W,F), the average proportion of failed missions, where a mission is

pessimistically defined as failed if any goal (photo, communication, return)
is not achieved.

For example, ϕp(M3,W4, 39) represents the mean proportion of failed pho-
tos for the mission M3, in the world W4, with the injected fault 39, aver-
aged over the several elementary experiments (currently three) carried out
with each injected fault. We defineM∗ = {M1,M2,M3,M4} (and, similarly,
W∗ = {W1,W2,W3,W4}), such that ϕp(M∗,W4, ∅) represents the mean
proportion of failed photos for all four missions in world W4, with no injected
faults; it characterizes twelve elementary experiments.
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We define two measures to characterize the performance of the rover during
its mission:

– D(M,W,F), the average distance (in meters) covered by the rover,
– T (M,W,F), the average duration (in seconds) of rover activity, i.e., the

time at which it performed its last action.

Finally, to characterize the internal behavior of plan execution, we define:

– R(M,W,F), the average number of replannings during an experiment.

5 Results

Experiments were executed on i386 Linux-based systems with a 3.2 GHz CPU
and the Linux OS. We first study the performance cost of the proposed mech-
anisms, then give three examples of fault injection results, and finally present
global results of the fault injection campaign.

We particularly focus on three systems (Fig. 12): a non-redundant robot us-
ingModel1 (referred to as Robot1), another non-redundant robot usingModel2
(referred to as Robot2) and a diversely redundant robot using FTplan with
Model1 and Model2 (referred to as Robot1/2).

Two further systems are considered in Section 5.1 when analyzing the per-
formance impact of our mechanisms. Both implement a version of IxTeT with
no plan repair capability, thus leading to increased numbers of replannings
and model switches: Robot∗1 uses Model1, and Robot∗1/1 uses FTplan with the
same Model1 for both planners.

5.1 Fault-free performance

To determine the overhead of the proposed fault tolerance mechanisms, we first
concentrate on the supposed fault-free models Model1 and Model2. Fig. 13
shows bar-graphs of the observed mission un-dependability measures ϕp, ϕc,
ϕr, µ and the planning behavior measure R, for Robot1, Robot2 and Robot1/2
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Fig. 13 Mission Undependability and Replannings without Injected Faults

in each of the sixteen mission-world pairs M1W1 to M4W4. Fig. 14 gives bar-
graphs of the observed performance measures D and T .

Note that results in W4 must be treated with caution: as previously ex-
plained, this world contains large obstacles that may cause navigational failures
and forever block the robot path, irrespectively of replanning or model switch-
ing. Since our work focuses on planning model faults rather than limitations
of functional modules, we consider that success in this world relies more on
serendipity in the choice of plan rather than correctness of the planning model.
It is however interesting to study the system reaction to unforeseen and unfor-
giving situations that possibly arise in an open and uncontrolled environment.
Note that these results show that different models give rise to different failure
behaviors: particularly in W4, the three systems fail differently.

W4 set aside, results are globally very good: Robot1 and Robot1/2 succeed
in all their goals, while Robot2 fails a few goals in M3, and all its return goals
in M4W1. These failures may be attributed to a larger set of constraints in
this model that may be costly in performance, and underestimated distance
declarations. The mean activity time T (M∗,W∗, ∅) is 404 seconds for Robot1,
376 seconds for Robot2, and 405 seconds for Robot1/2. Time performance-wise,
the three systems are thus roughly equivalent.

Although the results are mostly positive, showing that FTplan’s main exe-
cution loop does not severely decrease goal achievement or performance in the
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Fig. 14 Mission Performance without Injected Faults

chosen scenarios, they are still insufficient to assess the overhead of planner
switches as very few occurred in these fault-free experiments.

This overhead is further studied in experiments using Robot∗1 and Robot∗1/1.
These two systems use a planner without the optimizing functionality of plan
repair (presented in Section 2.2) and are thus particularly prone to time-costly
replannings: any failed action systematically leads to complete replanning,
with an additional model switch for Robot∗1/1. Model 1 was used as both al-
ternatives in Robot∗1/1 in order to focus on the cost of the coordination mech-
anisms rather than on actual recovery. Results are presented in Fig. 15 and
Fig. 16.

We effectively see that there are many more replannings (and thus model
switches) than in the previous experiments (note the change in scale for R).
The mean number of replannings per experiment is 8.3 for Robot∗1 compared
to 0.3 for Robot1, and 8.9 for Robot∗1/1 compared to 0.4 for Robot1/2. M1W2
appears as a singularity for Robot∗1/1: after a few minutes of execution, the
IxTeT planner finds no solution in its current situation. We believe that this
is due to an elusive bug in either the model, FTplan, or the IxTeT planner.
However, the same experiment with Robot∗1/2 (using diversification through the
first and second models, cf. Figs. 13- 14) gives successful missions, suggesting
that the bug lies in the no-plan-repair version of IxTeT that we developed
specifically for this experiment.
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Apart from this singularity, Robot∗1/1 only fails more goals than Robot∗1
in the over-stressing W4 execution contexts, as well as the quite complex
mission-world pair M4W3. Setting aside W4 (and the M1W2 singularity), the
mean activity time T is 381 seconds for Robot∗1 and 431 seconds for Robot∗1/1,
indicating an overhead of 13%. Including W4, T is 456 seconds for Robot∗1
and 535 seconds for Robot∗1/1, indicating an overhead of 17%. We deem these
results to be quite acceptable considering the negative impact of discarding
plan repair.

5.2 Fault-tolerance efficacy

We present here results regarding Robot1 and Robot1/2, when the same faults
are injected in Model1 of both systems. We first begin with three mutation
examples, before detailing global results for the 28 mutants considered in our
experiment campaign.

5.2.1 Results for three specific mutations

Three examples of mutations are described here, to present the type of results
and behavior that occurred in our experiments. For a more compact display,
only mission undependability and planning behavior measures are represented.
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Results for the first mutation, with identifier 39, are presented in Fig. 17.
This mutation causes an overly constrained robot position during a camera
shot. It thus results in the planner being unable to find plans for missions
where photographs have to be taken in positions that do not respect the overly-
restrictive constraint (this is the case for missions M2 and M4). This example
illustrates the significance of the mission-world pairs chosen as validation sce-
narios: many different missions need to be considered since faults can remain
inactivated in some missions. Since testing the practically infinite execution
context is well nigh impossible, this example also underlines the difficulty of
testing and thus the relevance of fault tolerance mechanisms to address resid-
ual faults in the deployed planning models.

Fig. 18 presents the results for mutation 589. The fault injected in this
mutation affects only the movement recovery action of the planning model.
Thus, contrary to the previous example, correct plans are established for all
missions. However, as soon as a movement action fails, the planner is unable
to find a plan allowing recovery of the movement, which causes failure of the
system. This is particularly obvious in the case of missions M1 and M3, where
short distances between photograph locations lead to a short temporal margin
for the movement action. As acceleration, deceleration and rotation are not
considered in the planning model, movements are susceptible to take longer
than estimated, and can thus be interrupted by the plan execution controller
and considered failed, necessitating a recovery action. In missions M2 and
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Fig. 17 Results for mutation 39

M4, movements cover greater distances, resulting in larger temporal margins
and thus fewer movement action failures. Robot1/2 tolerates this fault to some
extent: completely in mission M2 and partially in mission M4. The high failure
rate of mission M3 for Robot1/2 can be explained by a domino effect due to
communication goals being given priority over photography goals. When the
fault is activated due to a failed movement action, FTplan switches to Model2
and requests a plan. However, a communication goal is now so near that the
planner is unable to find a plan to achieve it, so it abandons goals of lesser
priority, but to no avail. This example leads to two important observations:

– First, testing with many different missions and worlds is once again under-
lined, as the fault is not activated in several scenarios.

– Second, testing must be carried out in an integrated system. Indeed, the
original plans produced by the planner are correct, as well as the lower
levels of the system. However, the planning model contains a serious fault
that can cause critical failure of the system in executions where recovery
is required.

The results of mutation 583 are presented in Fig. 19. It is the only case in
our 28 experiments where the fault intolerant Robot1 shows better results than
the fault tolerant Robot1/2, although we identified 8 other mutations where
results in both systems were similar (including five mutants suspected to be
equivalent to the original model). The injected fault causes the duration of the
robot movement to be underestimated in plans, resulting in execution errors
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and replannings that lead to some goals being missed. Failures of Robot1/2 are
not directly linked to the injected fault, but rather to the use of the poorly
optimized second model. It uses more pessimistic time constraints than the
first model, thus giving up some goals, and causing failure of all photographs
in mission M4 through a similar domino effect to that presented in the previous
example.

5.2.2 Overall results for all mutations

To assess the overall efficacy of the proposed mechanisms and the FTplan
component, we injected 38 faults in our first model, leading to more than
3500 experiments and 1200 hours of testing. To be conservative, we discarded
10 mutants that were unable to find a plan for any of the four missions4.
We believe that five of the remaining mutants are equivalent to the fault-free
model. However, the non-deterministic nature of autonomous systems makes
it delicate to define objective equivalence criteria. We thus include the results
obtained with these five mutants, leading to a pessimistic estimation of the
improvement offered by FTplan.

Our experimental faultload (noted F∗) thus consists of 28 mutations, cor-
responding to: three substitutions of attribute values, six substitutions of

4 In these cases, Robot1 obviously fails every goal, while Robot1/2 gives the same results
as a fault-free Robot2: a perfect success rate for most of the missions.
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Table 2 Decrease of Goal Failure Proportions Using FTplan (missionsM∗, faults F∗)

photos comms returns missions
δϕp

δϕc
δϕr

δµ

W∗\W4 62% 70% 80% 41%
W∗ 50% 64% 58% 29%

variables, ten substitutions of numerical values, four substitutions of opera-
tors, and six removals of constraints. The mutants were executed on Robot1
and Robot1/2. The overall results of our fault injection campaign are pre-
sented in Fig. 20. The results are averaged over all four missions (set M∗ =
{M1,M2,M3,M4}) and all four worlds (set W∗ = {W1,W2,W3,W4}). Results
are also given when excluding the unforgiving world W4 (set W∗\W4). The
figure also recapitulates the results in the absence of faults (i.e., F = ∅)
(already presented in Fig. 13) which notably show that, even without in-
jected faults, Robot1 and Robot1/2 are unable to meet some goals in world
W4. Table 2 presents the improvement procured by FTplan measured in
terms of the percentage decrease of goal failure proportions, that is: δZ =
(Z(Robot1)−Z(Robot1/2))/Z(Robot1) with Z ∈ {ϕp, ϕc, ϕr, µ}.

These results show that, with the considered faultload:

– The redundant diversified models of the fault-tolerant Robot1/2 provide a
notable improvement to dependability in the presence of faults: in all cases,
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the proportions of failed goals decrease compared to the non-redundant
Robot1.

– Even when considering the pessimistic measure of the proportion of failed
missions (recall that a mission is considered as failed even if only a single
elementary goal is not achieved), the improvement procured by redundant
diversified models is appreciable: 41% in worlds W1-W3, 29% when world
W4 is also considered.

Note, however, that in the presence of injected faults, the fault-tolerant
Robot1/2 is less successful than a single fault-free model (compareRobot1/2(F =
F∗) with Robot1(F = ∅) on Fig. 20). This apparent decrease in dependabil-
ity is explained by the fact that incorrect plans are only detected when their
execution has failed, possibly rendering one or more goals unachievable, de-
spite recovery. This underlines the importance of plan analysis procedures to
attempt to detect errors in plans before they are executed.

6 Conclusion and perspectives

Lack of dependability remains a severe impediment to the take-up and practi-
cal utilization of autonomous systems. At the software level, the dependability
of decisional mechanisms such as planners, which are essential for truly au-
tonomous operation, is particularly challenging. The difficulty of validating
such autonomy software makes it very difficult to provide safety and reliabil-
ity guarantees for autonomous systems.

In this paper, we focused on the reliability aspect of the problem, proposing
an innovative fault tolerance approach for temporal planners. The proposed
approach aims to complement verification and testing by providing tolerance
to residual design faults in coded domain-specific knowledge. To this end, we
advocate the use of diversified planning models and search heuristics. We pro-
posed a component providing error detection and recovery appropriate for
fault-tolerant planning, and implemented it in the LAAS architecture. This
component can use four detection mechanisms (watchdog timer, plan failure
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detector, on-line goal checker and plan analyzer), and two recovery policies
(sequential planning and concurrent planning). Our current implementation
is that of sequential planning associated with the first three error detection
mechanisms. To assess the performance overhead and the efficacy of the pro-
posed mechanisms, we developed a validation framework that exercises the
software on a simulated robot platform, and carried out what we believe to be
the first ever mutation experiments on declarative models. These experiments
were conclusive in showing that the proposed mechanisms do not severely de-
grade the system performance in the chosen scenarios, yet usefully improve
the system behavior in the presence of model faults.

There are many directions for future research. First, implementation of a
plan analyzer should allow much better goal success levels to be achieved in
the presence of faults since it should increase error detection coverage and
provide lower latency. Implementation of the concurrent planning policy and
comparison with the sequential planning policy are also of interest. It would
also be worthwhile to assess the impact of diversification in planning heuristics
rather than just models, and study the possible benefits of using more than two
diversified versions. An interesting point would also be to keep traces of success
scores of the planners to define a preferred order for planners (e.g., invoke less
successful planners when the “best" planners have failed). In addition, the
statistical relevance of the results would benefit from many more experiments.
The use of a large computer grid would drastically improve the number of
experiments that could be executed in reasonable time and eliminate the need
for manual inspection to remove trivial mutants.
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